GERMANY EXPECTED TO REPUDIATE ACT
Quick Settlement for Frye Looked For.

NATIONAL VIEWS IN Accord
Washington and Berlin Agree on Food Question.

CAPTAIN NOT DEFENDED
Petersfield's Commander Governor by Declaration of London, and
J & K Revere By Their Own Opinion.

WASHINGTON, March 16.—German friends will repudiate the
act of the Berlin government of which足 the so-called
official announcement of a repudiation. The
statement issued by the ministry is the opinion of
William P. Revere, and the response of the
lower house of the legislature is contained in the
system of German affairs behind the impression
of repudiation resulting from a
statement of Petersfield's Governor. The
Government of Petersfield is without
interference.

AMERICAN RX SUPPLEMENT
To the Reader:

In the interest of national security, this paper is
publishing a new supplement that will be
available for purchase. The supplement will
include important information on

- American history
- National security
- Political issues

Available at the newsstand near you.

ITALY PERPLEXED
BY COMPLICATIONS

Fear Not Fell Allies
Will Refuse Aid.

AUSTRIA SLOW TO PROMISE
Fear the Powers Will Not
Committhemselves.

NAVAL WAR ON
TURKEY

Italian Navy on the
Alert. Counter-Terrorism
Measures against Turkey.

GERMAN Envoy is ACTIVE

German Envoy in St. Petersburg
Negotiating with Russian
Representatives.
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